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ABSTR ACT
The paper presents the development of a building system made from solid timber that fulfills the
requirements of modern building skins while expanding the design possibilities through innovation in
computational design and digital fabrication. Multiple strategies are employed to develop a versatile
construction system that generates structure, enclosure, and insulation while enabling a broad design
space for contemporary architectural expression.
The basic construction unit augments the comparatively high insulation values of solid timber by
cutting longitudinal slits into beams, generating air chambers that further inhibit thermal conductivity.
These units are further enhanced through a joinery system that uses advanced parametric modeling
and computerized control to augment traditional joinery techniques. Prototypes of the system are
tested at a building component level with digital models and physical laboratory tests. It is further
evaluated in a demonstrator building to test development and further refine design, fabrication, and
assembly methods.
Results are integrated into proposals for new methods of implementation. The results of the research
thus far demonstrate the validity of the strategy, and continuing research will improve its viability as a
building system.
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1

Material variations in solid
timber are overcome by
combining traditional wood
joinery with high-tech
machining.

INTRODUCTION: BUILDING SYSTEM
PRINCIPLES OF TIMBER-ONLY CONSTRUCTION
Solid timber has many advantages compared to other construction
materials. Timber requires less energy than concrete or steel for its
production (Gordon 2003), which reduces overhead and operating
costs of wood processing. As a renewable resource with a negative
carbon footprint and low embodied energy (Alcorn 1996; Kolb 2008),
timber is central in the discourse on carbon-neutral, energy- and
resource-efficient construction. However, development of new
timber construction techniques has mainly focused on the hybridization of wood with other materials to improve the bearing capacity
through integration with steel and concrete, and fire protection
using gypsum products and wood concrete. Structural timber or
sheet materials like OSB or plywood consist only partially of actual
wood and gain strength from glues and binders (Hegger et al. 2005).
While these hybrid materials have opened new markets such as
multistory housing, separating the component materials of such
products is not economically feasible, and the reduction of carbon
emissions from timber are largely negated by the high emissions
of secondary materials. Solid timber is much more readily reused,
recycled, or consumed as a source of compost or energy.
3

The prominently differentiated material characteristics of solid
timber come from its primary function as a naturally grown biological tissue (Correa et al. 2013). Unlike engineered timber products,
solid timber cannot be manufactured to a particular specification.

2

Heat transmission resistance in
solid timber and stationary air
according to DIN6946-6.

3

Heat flow through a typical TP1
beam section.

Although inexpensive, the material’s high variability in structural
behavior and dimensional stability is one of the reasons solid timber

in a single component through the introduction of air cavities

is rarely used in larger or more complex construction systems. Their

into solid timber (Figure 3). As a proof of concept, a first demon-

ecological and economic advantages make timber-only systems an

strator (Timber Prototype 1) was built in 2012 in order to evaluate

interesting alternative for efficient and sustainable buildings.

the system. This paper presents the further development of this
system and the construction process of a second demonstrator, to

New developments in computational design and digital fabrica-

be completed in September 2018.

tion promise to enable a different access to the comparatively
affordable and traditional construction material. Numerically

Timber Prototype 1: Basic Building System

controlled timber-processing machines allow for the precise and

Traditional timber construction stacks solid horizontal members

efficient formatting of solid timber with very low tolerances. In

and interlocks them in the corners. In Timber Prototype 1, this

addition, computational design strategies enable the development

traditional construction technique was augmented by cutting slits

of adaptive and integrative design tools with a direct transfer of

lengthwise into the timber members to produce air cavities that

fabrication data, ultimately opening up new potentials for design

improve thermal insulation by increasing their air content (Figure

and fabrication. In combination, an integrative computational

4). Based on Figure 2, the project’s hypothesis is that the greatest

design approach is essential for incorporating different require-

number of slits with the smallest possible volume will generate the

ments of fabrication, material characteristics, architectural design

best insulation values.

intentions, and structural analysis (Schwinn 2016). The presented
research project builds on previous research by the authors in

The construction of the previous demonstrator was developed as a

both solid timber construction system development and integrative

contemporary block construction. Building components are dimen-

computational design methods (Menges 2012) for the development

sioned based on required thermal insulation values. To achieve the

of a contemporary timber-only building system.

necessary 400 mm thickness, the construction is made from two
layers of 200 x 100 mm standard dimension profiles. All details

BACKGROUND: TIMBER PROTOT YPE 1

were cut into the timber beams using a manual, linear multi-saw

The paper suggests that the approach of timber-only construc-

machine. The width of air slots is determined by the dimension of

tion offers the possibility to integrate insulation and heat storage

the saw blade used to cut them. The connection between horizontal
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5

4

4

Elements being assembled into a wall segment.

5

Planar wall section being installed.

layers was secured by a tongue-and-groove system, and the

and detect leakages. The average measured air change per hour

larger wall component assembly used threaded rods with springs

at 50 Pa pressure difference was 6.2 1/h. However, the building

to compress the layers while allowing seasonal expansion and

was insufficiently airtight due to a variety of factors; connection

contraction (Figure 6).

details on site were executed by students who lacked professional
construction experience.

Timber Prototype 1: Building Physics Evaluation
The thermal properties of the building system used in the first

A challenge of the building system in the first demonstrator was

demonstrator were modeled with the heat requirement calculation

rain and wind on the outer surface of the walls due to the hori-

program URSA V3.2.0.0 and then compared to the thermal proper-

zontal orientation of the joints. When joints are not perfectly sealed

ties of solid timber block construction. A simplified version of the

water will penetrate the horizontal joints and accumulate in the

demonstrator was modeled with the heat requirement calculation

cavities. Liquid water inside the timber construction could quickly

program ZUB Helena Ultra v7.43. The simulated results were

cause irreversible damage. Therefore, moisture protection is the

found to be consistent with the calculations from the first step. For

highest priority in timber construction. In the case of the Timber

water protection, a ventilated timber facade was also added. This

Prototype 1 the inner-wall construction was protected by an addi-

improved the U-value significantly from 0.281 W/m2K for a wall

tional ventilated timber facade.

construction of 44 cm solid timber to 0.206 W/m2K. The thermal
mittance of a continuous timber construction and to the U-value

METHODS: ADVANCED BUILDING SYSTEM
DE VELOPMENT

used for the reference building according to EnEV2014 (Table 1).

The presented research is focused on advancing the building

transmittance of each variation was compared to the thermal trans-

system by taking advantage of the insulation capacity shown in
In order to achieve a U-value of 0.28 W/m²K, a minimum of ten
air chambers of 3 mm each with 7 mm of timber between them is

Table 1: Wall construction types compared to variations

required per beam. This results in a minimum wall thickness of 320

the developed building system.

mm. Calculating with non-ventilated air chambers, the wall may

Wall construction type

be 27% thinner than a continuous timber beam wall. Four further

Thickness
mm

U-value
W/m²K

Air cavities

variations of the same structural compositions were modeled but

Reference building (EnEV2014) n.a.

0.28

n.a.

with ventilated air chambers to test for the impact of airflow. When

Insulated perforated brick

330

0.253

n.a.

a slow air flow is allowed for, the resulting U-values at the same

Timber frame construction

162

0.274

n.a.

Solid timber

440

0.281

n.a.

TP1

446

0.211

32

TP1 Minimum

320

0.270

20

construction thickness are approximately 22% higher.
A central problem of all block constructions is air tightness, and
this was certainly the case with the first demonstrator. A blower
door test was conducted to test the air tightness of the building
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the first demonstrator, while integrating digital design and fabri-

The most fundamental change in the construction element was

cation techniques to address shortcomings found in the initial

the change in orientation from a horizontally stacked element to a

system. A second full-scale demonstrator building is in the final

vertical load-bearing member (Figure 9). The construction is real-

stages of construction and is expected to be finished in July 2018.

ized as a series of linearly aggregated vertical frames. This gives

The second demonstrator aims to specifically address issues of

the beams in the walls a vertical orientation, optimal for structural

structural capacity, airtightness, and a limited design space, while

load-bearing capacity. Additionally, the thick wall section required

improving the proven insulating properties of the technology.

to generate high insulation values is leveraged to create a deep

Through an integrated computational approach, the authors have

structural section. This is achieved by sawing all of the insulation

expanded its formal capabilities and physical performance and in

slits on one side of each beam (Figure 7). Out of a 100 mm wide

doing so demonstrate its broad versatility for practical implemen-

profile, 80 mm is cut with deep slits for insulation, leaving 20 mm as

tation. The project explores how single mono-material construction

a structural section that extends the full depth of the construction,

elements can inform all levels of performance from form to structure to energy use.

6

Fixed and variable dimensions for advanced construction unit.

Further development was aimed at improving a construction

7

Discrete zones in profile improved structural performance and increased
formal variation while maintaining thermal performance.

8

Joinery system for full section thickness and linear aggregation uses
butterfly and tongue-and-groove joinery techniques.

9

Lap joint with channels for rigid moment connection in frame corners.

element by utilizing contemporary computational techniques
while also drawing inspiration from traditional wood joinery. The
following important issues are addressed at the component level in
the second demonstrator:
•

Fiber direction in the walls was horizontal instead of a
preferred vertical orientation for optimal structural
performance.

•

Despite thick sections in vertical and horizontal elements, the
construction had low load-bearing capacity.

•

Air ingress severely hampered the thermal performance of the
first prototype.

•

Non-wood elements were required to join the beams.

•

The simplicity of the system formally limited the demonstrator
to a rectilinear box.
6

8
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7

9

potentially allowing for very long spans or cantilevers (Figure 8).
While the full depth of the section is still generated with two layers
of beams forming concentric frames, back-to-back profiles are
connected with precisely milled butterfly joints to bind them into a
single structural unit. This deep section also leaves plenty of material
in the corners, which is used to generate a more complex, grooved
lap joint for a rigid moment connection (Figure 10). In addition to

10

11

12

13

robust structural performance, this joint is also designed to maximize
airtightness for optimal thermal performance. Finally, in order to
aggregate frames to generate a building envelope, a tongue-andgroove joint is run along the inside and outside edge of the section,
with dowels used to firmly secure the frames once assembled. These
also serve to reduce the air ingress to further enhance thermal
performance. In addition to the improvements in building performance, all of the new details are parameterized to allow for an
expansion of the formal design capabilities of the system.

Computational Design Tools
Further development of the system focuses on the timber beam
as a linear block unit with standardized features and then joined
with custom details to dramatically expand the design space.
Similar to traditional masonry construction methods, as the units
are aggregated a gradual offset of individual blocks can generate
various global geometries. The linearity of the timber unit, when
aggregated in such a fashion, generates ruled surface geometries
(Figures 10–13). This surface can be described by two curves that
14

determine the position of the ends of the linear unit. When these
two generator curves are non-parallel offset lines, the resulting
geometric surface is a hyperbolic parabola. However, they can
also be freeform curves in three-dimensional space. The authors
developed computational tools to allow rapid design iteration and
detail production. From a single set of tools developed with Rhino,
Grasshopper, and custom C# scripts, all relevant building metrics,
CNC machine paths, and additional details were rapidly generated

10 Building geometry created from three-dimensional generating curves
intersected with offseting planes.

11 Model displays structural building data and warns designer when structural or machining limits are exceeded.
12 Basic solid frames give metrics such as total material volumes, façade
and floor areas, and building weight.

from simple designed input curves.

13 Construction units are generated to ensure buildability and to generate
the machine code required for milling.

The designer first manipulates design curves in space. Scripts

14 Machine code is output in separate files with machine paths on different
layers to allow for automatic parsing to different milling tools.

in Grasshopper instantly generate the basic frame outlines that
are used for structural analysis. A structural engineer analyzed
the joints for maximum structural load cases. From these values,

machine parameters such as tool length and diameter influence

design rules were developed to determine maximum wall and roof

the specific geometry of the details. A good example of this is in the

angles. The tongue-and-groove joints used for frame aggrega-

curved corners of the channels in the frame’s lap joint. A CNC mill

tion can only accommodate a 50 mm offset between subsequent

is typically unable to mill sharp interior corners, so the fillet radius

members, and this constraint was also coded into the software as

of the exterior corners must match the radius of the milling tool.

geometric limits. As the curves are manipulated, the frames are

The influence of the specific tools can also be seen in the insulation

also extruded to generate solids, which allow the designer to eval-

slits, the butterfly grooves, and other details. These elements were

uate formal qualities of the design. This step also computes building

scripted as design parameters so that details could be rapidly

metrics such as floor area, weight, and linear material usage.

adjusted. Authors worked closely with industrial partners to
develop final detail parameters.

The frame outlines serve as a basis for generating the fabrication
details and machine code. This is a reciprocal process, where

Finally, the computational tools output an individual file for each
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element, which contains hundreds of control curves on dozens

building-section prototype demonstrated a need for higher power

of layers. Each layer represents a different category of toolpath.

and precision to improve tolerances and decrease machining time.

These curves are finally parsed by a script to CNC software, which

Thus for the final demonstrator, a move to large-scale industrial

directly outputs files for a 5-axis mill that automatically changes

CNC tables was made. In order to achieve low tolerance joints

between 8 different toolheads for the production of each element.

necessary for a robust structural connection and an airtight
assembly, the authors had to address the dimensional variation

Fabrication

found in nominally similar beams and the natural warping of wood

Parallel to component development, the methods of fabrication also

due to changes in moisture content. It became apparent that the

went through several iterations. Each step represents improve-

large faces of the beams would have to be milled flat to ensure that

ments in machining speed, automation, and material efficiency. The

stacking would result in a tight face-to-face interface for maximum

first prototype was constrained to an analog production process,

airtightness. Similarly, the inside surface of the beams would need

which combined manual labor with simple machinery. Profiles

to be milled to provide a solid surface for the butterfly joint, and the

were cut with a table saw to fabricate a series of prototypical

outside would be milled to ensure geometric fidelity.

sections that were used to verify assembly processes and for
laboratory experiments to test thermal performance. This expe-

Many different processes were used on each element (Figure

rience suggested a division of manufacturing into standardized,

14). First, the top surface was planed to ensure a tight seal with

repetitive processes and computationally customized connection

a vacuum bed on the 5 x 2m, 5-axis CNC mill. The beam was then

details. Further prototyping demonstrated the fabrication and

flipped again, and detailing began. Some machine paths were

assembly of the complete system. Three four-sided, double-layer

specifically used as machining aids, such as precuts to prevent

frames were aggregated together to demonstrate how the floor,

splintering and indexing features to help with positioning after

walls, and roof would come together. In addition to the physical

repositioning the beam. Other toolpaths used special toolheads,

assembly, the fabrication of elements was also tested with an initial

such as circular saw blades mounted on a shaft to cut the insu-

prototype of the software tools used to output machine code. In

lation slits, end mills for lap joints, large facing bits to plane the

this stage of testing, an industrial robot with a large router spindle

thickness, and a special angled bit for the butterfly connection.

was used for fabrication. By changing various toolheads, a wide

Identifying numbers were milled directly into each unit’s face to

range of different industrial processes could be emulated. The full

facilitate assembly.

15 Exploded view of all construction elements including primary strtucture,
waterproofing, façade, windows and foundation.

15
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16
16 Plan and sections of Demonstrator, conceived of as a micro-house
complete with living and sleeping areas, with all electrical and plumbing
facilities contained in a compact kitchen/bath box.

ranging from 80 to 120 cm long (Figure 17). Each module was
covered in a waterproof, breathable vapor barrier to protect the
wood members from rain and condensation. Building details were
simulated and verified by a building physics engineer to ensure
optimal performance based on local climate conditions. A flexible
vapor barrier material was chosen to allow the foil to follow the
stepped form of the ruled surface geometry. A rain screen was
added to the top of the vapor barrier to protect it from impact
and to project the underlying geometry onto the visible exterior
of the demonstrator. Two large fixed windows, an entry door, and

Demonstrator Design

an operable window are built onto the open ends with the same

The integration of computational methods allows for an expansion

tongue-and-groove connection used elsewhere in the structure.

of the potential design space of the system. The improved construc-

All details are derived from the computational tools, which give

tion element and integration with digital design tools allowed the

dimensions for elements, including floor boards, mounting points

development of a demonstrator design that maximized the formal

for façade, and window dimensions (Figure 18).

capacities of the construction method while providing a platform
to demonstrate the thermodynamic performance of the prototyp-

Once assembly was completed, the six finished modules were

ical section in a long-term, real-life application. The demonstrator

hoisted onto two trucks and transported to the construction site.

is conceived as a mini-house, with a full complement of living

A simple steel frame mounted on screw foundations provided a

amenities (Figure 16). The house is 6 m long, 4.6 m wide, and 3.5 m

stable base with minimal site disruption. The modules were brought

high, and consists of 464 milled spruce beams. It includes space

together with a forklift over two days and connected with large

for living and eating, a sleeping area, and a stand-alone box that

screws to enable simple disassembly if the demonstrator should

contains all necessary mechanical and electrical equipment for

need to be moved or dismantled.

heating, plumbing, and cooking. By condensing everything to a
single installation, the house can access services with minimally

RESULTS

invasive penetration of the envelope to maintain the best possible

Construction Results

thermal performance.

While the fabrication method for individual construction elements
was highly automated, assembly was still done by hand. At times,

Demonstrator Construction

large forces were required to bring pieces together firmly. This

Due to the dynamic qualities of natural timber, it was neces-

was done either with large clamps or heavy hammers. Despite the

sary to assemble the finished construction elements as soon as

manual nature of the assembly process, this in no way created

possible after milling, before changes in atmospheric humidity and

a workflow bottleneck. Each unit took 25–35 minutes to mill,

temperature caused deformations. Thus the assembly took place

and assembly proceeded much more quickly. One experienced

in a fabrication hall connected to the milling workshop. To permit

carpenter could consistently assemble a single frame of eight

transportation, the demonstrator was built in six separate modules

units, making up 10 linear centimeters of building in 40 minutes.
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improvement in performance. At a pressure of 50 Pa, the permeability was 2.1 m³/m²h, which when scaled for the actual size
comes to 3.2 m³/h, compared to 6.2 m³/h measured on the first
demonstrator. However, this test was on a small section and didn’t
take into account corner joints or interfaces with other building
elements. The prototype used for testing was at an early stage
of development that didn’t accommodate for variation in material
thicknesses, so the authors expect the second demonstrator to
perform significantly better than either earlier test.
The finished second demonstrator will be the most important platform for testing the success of the second phase of development.
This process will take place over many months or years to under17

stand how the building performs through the extremes of winter
and summer. The demonstrator will be tested in terms of thermal

17 Six completed building modules assembled and awaiting transport to the
construction site.

performance, permeability, resistance to internal condensation,
and durability. This will include using sensors to monitor tempera-

A group of 5 unskilled laborers were able to assemble 40 linear

ture and relative humidity, as well as thermal imaging, blower door

centimeters, or 4 frames consisting of 32 total construction units,

tests, and monitoring energy usage to evaluate performance.

in one hour. Extrapolating out, for a simple 40 cm thick, double-layered façade surface, linear assembly speed could easily reach 1.2

DISCUSSION

meters per hour per worker, or around 4 m² per hour per worker,

While the new demonstrator vastly improves the structural perfor-

depending on the unit length. This doesn’t take into account the

mance of the construction unit, there is still room for expansion of

added speed achieved by removing the corner lap joint.

the design tools. For the current variant, each frame is engineered
to withstand dead and live loads through the stiffness of the beams

Physical Test Results

and rigid joints. However, on a global level, ruled surface geome-

In early stages of development, computer simulations were run

tries are structurally more stable due to their curved connection to

to test various configurations of insulation slits as well as their

roof or floor elements. By leveraging the added stability that comes

number and density. Those tests demonstrated the viability of the

from a system of aggregated frames, the global form could become

concept, and then to verify those simulations, specific prototypes

even more exuberant. The most radical development would be to

were fabricated for the purpose of laboratory testing. The thermal

implement a full feedback loop in the design process. This could

conductivity tests demonstrated that calculated values were

take additional parameters, such as structure, climate, acoustics,

reasonably accurate. A single-layer section of 197 mm thickness

or urban impact into account, and through an iterative compu-

was subjected to a series of “hot-box” tests to measure the insu-

tational process, manipulate the base geometry itself to fulfill a

lation capability. At a middle temperature of 10 °C, the test gave a

multitude of requirements.

lambda value of 0.084 ± 0.003 W/(m·K), which at a 400 mm section
depth would give the wall a U-value of 0.21 W/m²K, almost exactly

Throughout the process, it became clear that machining elements

the same value calculated for Timber Prototype 1.

was a bottleneck in production. In further development towards

In addition to benchmarking the thermal performance of a typical

assembly time. The beams were delivered fully planed in 13 meter

wall system with a conductivity/insulation test, the prototypes

lengths; however, the profiles still had up to 5 mm of tolerance, too

were also designed to address the high permeability of the

much to generate an airtight connection. Working directly with

mass production, these processes could be optimized to reduce

previous demonstrator and were also verified in a blower door test

rough-sawn timber and including planing as part of the process

for airtightness. The blower door test demonstrated a significant

would significantly reduce machining time. Several of the elements’

Table 4: Hot-Box Thermal Conductivity Test Results
Heat

Warm surface

Cold surface

Temperature difference

Middle temperature

Thermal Conductivity

U-Value 400 mm Thick

W

°C

°C

K

°C

W/(m·K)

W/m²K

1,135

15.4

4.8

10.58

10.1

0.0846

0.212

1,200

25.4

14.9

10.54

20.1

0.0897

0.224

1,304

35.4

24.9

10.48

30.2

0.0982

0.246
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18

19

18 Exterior of demonstrator with finished façade. Window and door installation will be followed by long-term monitoring of building performance.

19 Interior of demonstrator, showing the graceful stepped ruled surface.

features could be milled much faster by using larger spindle

to a more comprehensive and intelligent building component that

motors and custom toolheads. Crucially, the very regular insulation

contains all necessary information needed for assembling complex

slits could be sawn with a multiblade tool that cuts all 12 slits in

geometries. Also embedded in the unit are the enhanced features

one pass. There is also potential for development in assembly. If

that allow an improved thermal performance, all while utilizing a

elements can be properly isolated from changes in temperature

mono-material wood system for the primary construction. The built

and humidity before assembly, they could be transported to the

demonstrator indicates that the necessary insulation for a contem-

building site in a very compact manner and assembled rapidly on

porary building is not in opposition to a higher level of architectural

site. Other opportunities could include robotic assembly, where

expression. In summary, the system is a mono-material timber

robots have the potential to apply much greater forces than human

construction that achieves an integral solution for the physical and

workers.

structural performance of a contemporary building skin.

An ongoing discussion within the research team is addressing
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